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June 2018 Newsletter 

Project News 

 Website. A website is under construction to host the project outputs. Only basic information is provided at 

the moment but this will be expanded over the next few weeks.  

 Webinar. Jenny and I are presenting a free webinar about the project on Wednesday 27 June from 1-2pm – 

please sign up on the EKN website if you are interested. 

 Articles. The project has featured as a case study for the TCPA guide ‘Planning Green and Prosperous Places’, 

and in an article for The Environmentalist (the magazine of the Institute of Environmental Management and 

Assessment, IEMA). Links to both articles are on the website. 

 GIP conference. I will also be speaking about the project at the Green Infrastructure Partnership conference 

‘Green Spaces, Healthy Places’, on the 12th July. 

 Framework. We have produced a draft framework for the toolkit and would welcome feedback (see below). 

 Since the last newsletter in October, we tested the Natural Capital Planning Tool (NCPT) and the Natural 

Capital Standard for GI to assess the design of Phase 2 of NW Bicester Eco-town (see the draft report 

circulated before the final meeting in February). 

 Bicester Town Council discussed our report of the Public Participatory Mapping work in a recent meeting. 

We expanded the work to include an ANGSt analysis to assess the accessibility of natural green space in the 

town, and the implications for future spend and provision (see below). This is also being used as supporting 

evidence for Cherwell District Council’s new Community Nature Plan. 

 Valuation. We have now tested a range of tools, including GI-Val, BEST, ORVal and iTree-Eco (see below). 

 New Tree Guide. We helped to edit a section on ecosystem services in an impressive new tree species 

selection guide being written by Andy Hirons for another NERC GI Innovation project, to be published soon 

by TDAG (Trees and Design Action Group). 

 Hedgehogs. Following Sierra’s hedgehog survey, we were invited to attend a Hedgehog Summit in Oxford 

which led to an exciting new initiative to save Oxfordshire’s hedgehogs, called Hedge-Ox (see below).  

Draft framework for toolkit 

 

•Identifying key assets and networks 

•Local Plan 

•Planning transport infrastructure 

Mapping existing assets 

•Planning applications 

•Detailed site design 

•Check for net environmental gain ? 

Assessing land-use change 

•Benefits of alternative GI options 

•Business case for investment 

•Justifying GI maintenance costs 

Valuation 

•Strategic planning (supply vs demand) 

•Tackling specific challenges (e.g. air quality, water 
quality, recreation)  

Opportunity mapping 

Tools for Planning and Evaluating Urban Green 
Infrastructure: Bicester and Beyond 

http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/research/ecosystems/bio-clim-adaptation/bicester-green-infrastructure.html
https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/events/webinars
https://www.tcpa.org.uk/Event/tcpagreen-infrastructure-partnership-conference-green-spaces-healthy-places
http://www.tdag.org.uk/species-selection-for-green-infrastructure.html
http://www.tdag.org.uk/species-selection-for-green-infrastructure.html
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We have grouped tools into four groups, as listed above. 

Mapping existing assets is an essential first stage that underpins the other stages, but is also for identifying key 

assets and strategic green and blue networks that should be protected from development, e.g. when producing 

Local Plans or routing major transport infrastructure.  

Assessing land-use change is typically at the site level, for example when assessing planning applications. This might 

include assessing whether net gain has been achieved, or using standards to encourage the design of high quality GI. 

Valuation overlaps with the other groups because it can be used at any of the other stages – for cost-benefit analysis 

of alternative options, or for making the business case for investment or justifying the costs of maintaining GI.  

Finally, opportunity mapping identifies the best opportunities for improving GI. For example, it identifies where 

supply does not meet demand for different ecosystem services, or shows what type of habitat should be created and 

where it should be located to tackle specific challenges such as air or water quality problems or lack of opportunities 

for recreation. 

Within this framework we can list the tools we have tested that can help to address each issue. We propose to use 

this framework to present the toolkit on our new website and would appreciate feedback as to whether you think it 

is useful for helping users to find the right tools to meet their needs. Of course we will emphasise that this is not an 

exhaustive list of possible tools, and it should be expanded and updated if new tools emerge. We will also explain 

that we are focusing only on relatively simple tools, so the list excludes more complex modelling tools such as InVEST.  

 

Public participatory mapping and ANGSt analysis 

We extended our report on the public participatory mapping work to plot the ratio of benefits to ‘blocking factors’ in 

different spaces across Bicester. Blocking factors typically include lack of access, lack of links to other green spaces, 

threats from development, lack of wildlife, or litter or broken glass. 

We also included an ANGSt (accessible natural green space standard) analysis. This showed that only 13% of 

households are within 300m of an accessible natural green space of at least 2 hectares, and none are currently 

within 2km of a large natural green space (over 20 hectares), though the planned new community woodland at 

Burnehyll would bring 42% of households into this zone.  

We used this analysis together with the results of the public mapping exercise to suggest potential enhancements to 

Bicester’s GI, which were discussed at a meeting of Bicester Town Council in June. A full report is being circulated 

separately and will also be used as evidence to support the draft Cherwell District Council community nature plan. 

Mapping existing 
assets 

•Base maps 

•Land-cover scores 

•Participatory 
mapping 

•EcoServ-GIS 

•BEETLE 

•STRAVA, Flickr 

Land-use change 
and net gain 

•NCPT 

•Eco-metric 

•Green factor 
standards 

Valuation 

•iTree-Eco 

•GI-Val 

•BEST 

•ORVal 

•Participatory 
mapping 

Opportunity 
mapping 

•ANGSt 

•BEETLE 

•EcoServ-GIS 

•Participatory 
mapping 
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Summary of ANGSt analysis results 

  No. of buildings 

 Within 300m of a 2ha NGS and 2km of a 20ha NGS (Burnehyll) 792 4% 

 Within 300m of a 2ha NGS 1767 9% 

 Within 300m of a 2ha amenity GS or park and 2km of a 20ha NGS (Burnehyll) 876 4% 

 Within 300m of a 2ha amenity GS or park  5476 28% 

 Within 2km of a 20ha NGS (Burnehyll) 6697 34% 

 None of the above 3986 20% 

 

Ratio of benefits to ‘blocking factors’ in green spaces across Bicester 

  

© Crown Copyright and database right 2018. Ordnance Survey 100018504  

© Crown Copyright and 
database right 2018. Ordnance 
Survey 100018504 . This map 
incorporates biodiversity data 
supplied by the Thames Valley 
Environmental Records Centre 
(TVERC) which is copyright to 
TVERC and/or its partners. 
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Valuation 

Forest Research used the town Tree Database to estimate the value of the trees on public land in Bicester (about 

24% of all trees).  There were some data quality issues with the database, but the estimate indicated a replacement 

cost of over £5 million, and stored carbon worth £295,000 (rising to £888,000 in 2050 due to the increasing carbon 

price). In addition, the trees provide annual benefits of around £25,000 per year from air pollution removal, carbon 

sequestration and avoided stormwater runoff treatment costs. Of course there will be other benefits that were not 

valued, including amenity value, cultural value, local climate (cooling and shading), biodiversity value and (potentially) 

avoided flood damage costs. 

 

We also used GI-Val and BEST to assess the value of the green infrastructure planned for NW Bicester Eco-Town 

Phase 2. Preliminary results for GI-Val are shown below. These values are currently being tested using different 

assumptions, but it is clear that large values are assigned to health benefits (from walking and cycling) and property 

value uplift. These values appear to far outweigh the environmental benefits such as air quality and carbon storage, 

emphasising that the full value of trees could be much higher than that captured in the iTree-Eco results.   

 

  

Runoff 
 £3,500  

Air quality 
 £11,500  

Carbon   
 £12,400  

Annual benefits of public trees 
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GVA Land and property Other

Land management
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Tourism
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£10 M 
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Hedge-Ox 

We were invited to attend a Hedgehog Summit in Oxford which led to an 

exciting new initiative to save Oxfordshire’s hedgehogs, called Hedge-Ox.  

Hugh Warwick, an ecologist and author who has worked with hedgehogs for 

30 years, will be funded by the Felix Byam Shaw Foundation and the British 

Hedgehog Preservation Society to tour Oxfordshire this autumn, with the aim 

of recruiting local Hedgehog Champions to persuade people in towns and 

villages to make their gardens hedgehog-friendly. I presented a few slides on Sierra’s hedgehog survey at the launch 

of Hedge-Ox at the Natural History Museum – notable for an appearance by Pam Ayres and her poem ‘The Last 

Hedgehog’. Following her MSc, Sierra worked for a few months as a hedgehog officer. She is now back in the USA 

but is still writing about hedgehogs with another recent article in Letterbox magazine. We are also lending out her 

colourful A0 size hedgehog-friendly garden poster (see October 2017 newsletter) to anyone who wants to borrow it 

for local events.  

Next steps 

We are writing up the final project outputs which will be hosted on our new website. We are also exploring avenues 

for funding to continue extending and updating the toolkit as new tools emerge. We will continue to discuss the 

toolkit with potential users to seek feedback on how it could be improved, including at an EKN webinar on 27 June.  

Future opportunities to improve the toolkit will include finding better ways to assess ecological networks in highly 

fragmented urban areas such as Bicester, where conventional network mapping techniques may not be appropriate. 

We also want find alternative tools for opportunity mapping, given that EcoServ-GIS is not currently fully functional 

with the latest version of ArcGIS. 

 

 

For more information contact Alison.Smith@eci.ox.ac.uk or Pam.Berry@eci.ox.ac.uk  

BicesterHenge, Langford Meadows. 

http://www.yourletterbox.co.uk/garden-summer-hedgehogs.html
http://www.eci.ox.ac.uk/research/ecosystems/bio-clim-adaptation/bicester-green-infrastructure.html
mailto:Alison.Smith@eci.ox.ac.uk
mailto:Pam.Berry@eci.ox.ac.uk

